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Abstract

As interest in beauty has increased, various studies have been conducted, and related companies have considered the

anthropometric data handled between humans and interfaces as an important factor. However, owing to the nature of 3D human

body scanners used to extract anthropometric data, it is difficult to accurately analyze a user’s body shape until a service is

provided because the user only scans and extracts data. To solve this problem, the body shape of several users was analyzed, and

the collected anthropometric data were obtained using a 3D human body scanner. After processing the extracted data and the

anthropometric data, a custom deep learning model was designed, the designed model was learned, and the user’s body shape

information was predicted to provide a service suitable for the body shape. Through this approach, it is expected that the user’s

body shape information can be predicted using a 3D human body scanner, based upon which a beauty service can be provide.

Index Terms: 3D human body scanner, Beauty service, Deep learning, Prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

Mankind has long relied on numerous services, which are

an important factor in modern society. Services are provided

in various environments, and among them, the proportion of

beauty-related services is increasing. Beauty-related ser-

vices are based on anthropometric data in which several ser-

vices coexist and are handled in harmony with humans and

interfaces. Because this is an important factor in the design

of various products and services, such an approach has been

applied to various industries, and a 3D human body scanner

is popularly used to collect body information [1]. Owing to

the development of technology, 3D human body scanners

can quickly and easily obtain body information; however,

there are difficulties in providing beauty services for body

information prior to analysis [2].

Accordingly, to provide a clothing recommendation service

for the user’s body, a personalized service has been developed

to extract the body size through a body recognition algorithm

[3]. A way to optimize consumer satisfaction and efficiency in

various fields has been studied, in which Haar-like features

and the AdaBoost algorithm are applied to detect body regions

with accuracy and speed. In addition, the feature points were

detected using the active appearance model (AAM), and an

intelligent module system that recommends products that

match the measured values was implemented [4]. 

In this study, body information extracted from users and

anthropometric data were collected to analyze the body types

of various users. In addition, a customized deep-learning

model was designed using the analyzed body information.

After learning the model, we propose using a service that

predicts the user’s body shape by experimenting with actual

user test data. The model design of the proposed service con-

sists of two hidden layers, and 1000 actual data points were
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divided into training and testing, and the experiment amount

was increased from 100 to 100 units, and the experiment was

conducted. In addition, four variables were used for studying

the anthropometric data by adding the body fat percentage,

BMI, and basic metabolism, and evaluating the necessary

variables [5].

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

This chapter deals with the algorithms, flow charts, and

model design of the systems applied based on processed

anthropogenic data.

A. System Flow Chart

 A beauty service design is a predictive model using actual

anthropometric data and provides the user with information

regarding the body type. In addition, after the service is pro-

vided, the service can be analyzed, such as a 3D image

extracted through a 3D human body scanner, and the user's

body shape can then be fed back. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart

of the proposed system.

The overall system flow chart in Fig. 1 consists of anthropo-

metric data that can be easily collected as public and

extraction data from a 3D human body scanner used to collect

data directly. 3D human body scanner data are an important

factor for use in a service because 3D image files and text can

be extracted. These two types of data are preprocessed,

learned through a customized deep learning model, and pro-

vided to the user along with a 3D image file. Beauty services

are then provided based on the learned results [6].

B. Data Preprocessing Design

In this system design, the processed data are used to check

the distribution of each variable before designing the model

and describing the pre-processing. Fig. 2 shows a flow chart

showing the pretreatment design. The flowchart is based on

processed anthropometric data. In this paper, a data linkage

is needed for the experiment conducted in Colaboratory,

which is a Jupyter note environment [7]. After linking the

data, the distribution of the corresponding variables used in

the experiment is displayed to analyze the customized model

design, and an overview of the data and variable characteris-

tics is applied. The missing data are then removed, and one-

hot encoding is conducted. Finally, the training and test data

are divided and converted into data capable of deep learning.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the variables in the pro-

cessed data [8].

Fig. 2. Data preprocessing design flow chart.

Fig. 3. Distribution plot for variables.Fig. 1. Complete system flow chart.
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C. Model Design

In the model design applied in this study, a customized

deep learning model is used by the beauty services before

learning the preprocessed anthropometric data. Fig. 4 shows

a flow chart of the custom model design. First, the neuron

values are set [9]. The value obtained by multiplying the

input neuron with the output neuron is the total connected

neuron line, and each neuron line includes a weight. The

higher the connection strength, the greater the effect of the

input neurons on the output neurons, and the lower the

weights, the lower the weight set. We then set up the activa-

tion function and a normalization. The above process is a

step in the design of the input, hidden layers, and output.

Finally, a deep learning model was designed through the loss

function, optimization, and measurement item setting required

for compilation [10].

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter describes the experiments conducted based on

the design of Chapter 2 and shows the accuracy of customized

beauty services. Table 1 shows the development environment.

A. Accuracy Comparison Experiment According to 
Activation Function

Deep learning does not pass the values of each node

directly to the next layer but rather through a nonlinear func-

tion. At this time, an activation function is used. The activa-

tion function is an important concept in the field of artificial

intelligence. The output value varies depending on the acti-

vation function. To design an optimized model for this pur-

pose, we compared the accuracy of the activation functions

using the popular softmax, sigmoid, and ReLU functions.

Except for the activation function, the remaining conditions

were the same, and 100 learning epochs were applied. Figs.

5-7 show graphs of the accuracy of each softmax, sigmoid,

Fig. 7. ReLU function accuracy.

Fig. 5. Softmax function accuracy.

Fig. 6. Sigmoid function accuracy.

Fig. 4. Model design flow chart.

Table 1. System comparison

Development Environment

Model Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K

RAM 16.0 GB

CPU 3.70 GHz

Window Windows 10 Pro

System 64 bit OS, x64 Processor
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and ReLU function.

In the graph of the accuracy, the X-axis represents the

number of learning epochs and the Y-axis represents the

accuracy. The softmax function does not work well, and the

accuracy is extremely poor. In addition, the sigmoid function

does not fit the learning of such data and shows a straight

line. By contrast, unlike the above function, the ReLU func-

tion showed more than 90% accuracy, and the loss value also

showed the best convergence because it gradually converged

at zero.

B. Accuracy Comparison Experiment According to 
Optimization Function

The optimization function involves finding the value of

the hyperparameter that can minimize the value of the loss

function in the neural network field. Therefore, among the

optimization functions, the accuracy of the momentum,

AdaGrad, and Adam, excluding the SGD, which is ineffi-

cient, were compared and tested. The experiment method

used the ReLU activation function, which showed the high-

est accuracy, as indicated in section 3.1, and 100 learning

epochs were applied 100. Figs. 8 and 9 show momentum and

AdaGrad accuracy graphs. 

Momentum is a gradient descent function that reduces the

vibration and width by considering the direction of inertia to

improve the accuracy. The accuracy of the momentum did

not increase significantly, and the amplitude of the loss was

so great that a large error rate was incurred. In addition, the

accuracy of Adagrad showed a higher accuracy than the

momentum. As indicated, the loss decreased to 0.35. Fig. 10

shows an accuracy graph of the Adam optimization function.

Adam, shown in Fig. 10, combines the strengths of

momentum and Adagrad, and is now known to be the most

widely used optimization function. For this reason, the accu-

racy of the momentum and the size of the stride of Adagrad

were improved, demonstrating a high accuracy, and showing

that the learning is more stable than that of the Adagrad

function.

C. Accuracy Comparison Experiment According to 
Number of Learning Epochs

In this section, based on the activation function, which

showed the highest accuracy of 3.1, and an optimization

function of 3.2, the accuracy of the epoch learning was com-

pared and tested. Fig. 11 shows that the number of learning

epochs increased to 300 (the graph is displayed in units of

50).

The learning graph of the 300 epochs in Fig. 11 shows a

more stable appearance as the learning volume increases.

However, the final accuracy was 91%, and the required time

Fig. 8. Momentum accuracy. Fig. 10. Adam accuracy.
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averaged 0.49 s per learning epoch. As the amount of learn-

ing increased, the time required also increased. This shows

that the accuracy did not increase as the number of learning

epochs increased, and good results were found in order of

100 > 200 > 300 epochs when dividing the accuracy and

time by 100 units.

D. Experiment on Custom Deep Learning Model 

In this paper, we show the accuracy of designing a custom

beauty service model, in which a deep learning model using

a function with the highest accuracy as determined through

previous experiments predicts the data of a user who has had

anthropometric measurements taken. Table 2 shows the actual

anthropometric data information.

Table 2 lists three actual anthropometric data for the test at

random, where each numerical value differs. Test and Test 2

are evaluated as obesity, whereas Test 1 is evaluated as the

standard. Fig. 12 shows the predicted results for the test data

in Table 2. In this study, accurate results were extracted for

the test data even though the expected value was low

because obesity did not account for a large proportion of the

actual anthropometric data learning.

E. Review

Research is being conducted as the number of beauty ser-

vices increases. Accordingly, beauty-related companies con-

sider user-customized services to be important and provide

various services. Beauty services use anthropometric data for

analysis and can typically collect data using a 3D anthropo-

metric scanner. However, 3D human body scanners are suit-

able for modern society, and thus it is not possible to extract

the user’s body relatively quickly, and the user using the 3D

human body scanner can only check the 3D image after

shooting. It is difficult for users to accurately analyze their

own body type.

In this study, to solve this problem, after designing and

learning a customized deep learning model using anthropo-

metric data, we provided a beauty service to predict the body

shape. In the first experiment, the activation function was

compared for accuracy using softmax, sigmoid, and ReLU.

However, the processed anthropometric data used in this

study showed that the activation function of ReLU is stable

and relatively more accurate than the softmax and sigmoid

functions. In addition, it was found that even though the

number of learning epochs was low, it was properly learned.

In addition, in an experiment conducted on the optimization

function, Adam showed a higher accuracy and lower loss

value than Momentum and Adagrad; among them, Adam

with the lowest amplitude and loss value and higher accu-

racy showed the most observed results. Thus, in the model

training using ReLU and Adam, the 100 learning epochs

achieved the highest accuracy and took less time. Therefore,

the learning volume and accuracy of 200 and 300 epoch

were not proportional, and the time required also increased;

thus, the learning model of 100 epochs was selected as the

most optimized model for beauty services. The selected

model verified its reliability through a prediction of the

actual anthropometric data, and in this way, it is expected to

be able to provide customized beauty services by predicting

the body information of various users.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Various studies are being conducted on Hyundai Beauty

according to the service, and related companies consider

beauty services to be important. Services are provided through

anthropometric data, which are the basis of the industry. The

anthropometric data on the body comprehensively vary, such

as the upper body, lower body, and legs, and most are col-

lected through a 3D human body scanner. However, although

a 3D human body scanner can extract body information rela-

tively quickly, only a 3D image is obtained and users cannot

accurately understand the data information until it is pro-

cessed through a data service. To solve this problem, in this

study, a 3D human body scanner was photographed and the

body data of the extracted users were collected and analyzed.

In addition, a customized deep learning model was designed

using the analyzed data, and after the learning process, the

body type information of the current user was predicted, and

a service that can be applicable to the user was proposed.

Variables for designing predictive models, which include

body fat percentage, BMI, and basal metabolism, are cor-

related with each other; however, assuming that the BMI

indexes of the users A and B are the same, the basal metabo-

lism may be different. To design an accurate prediction model,

the basic metabolism, body fat percentage, and BMI were

trained together, and the total parameter value of learning

was 5,785, and the learning showed high efficiency at 100

epochs.

It is thus considered that the user’s body type can be accu-Fig. 12. Prediction result value.

Table 2. Test anthropometric data

Test Test 1 Test 2

Body Fat Percentage 35.01 15.00 29.00

BMI 23.81 24.81 25.13

Basic 1205 1752 1512
77 http://jicce.org
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rately predicted, and a service can be provided to the user

when the test value is put into the learned prediction model.

As a future study, we plan to provide services to users by

learning the body parts based on their category. It is there-

fore judged that the user’s body type can be predicted using

anthropometric data and a more accurate service can be pro-

vided.
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